INVITATION TO THE

FINAL CONFERENCE

In this event we will look at the digital skills needed in two interesting profiles for employment offering opportunities in the coming years: entrepreneur and ‘virtual worker’. By virtual worker we understand anyone working remotely for more than 20% of their time.

90% of jobs in the near future will need digital skills at least at basic level, but entrepreneurs and virtual workers are particular profiles – they must rely on their own competences more than others. What are the digital competences needed to be autonomous, safe, productive, creative? How can we assess our knowledge and identify our gaps? Are we ready to be entrepreneurs and virtual workers in a digital age, and to make the best of digital technologies? We will try to find the answers to these, and other questions, in this interactive workshop.

When? 9th May 2018
13:00 – 16:00h CEST

Where? ALL DIGITAL office, Rue du Commerce 123, 1000 Brussels

Who? Trainers, project managers, entrepreneurs, SME owners, virtual workers, education and training practitioners, policy-makers
Agenda:

13:00 – 14:00 Networking lunch

14:00 – 14:15 Welcome and introduction to the PATHWAYS FOR EMPLOY project by ALL DIGITAL

14:15 – 14:45 What digital skills do entrepreneurs and virtual office workers need? How we used DigComp by ALL DIGITAL and Guadalinfo

Presentation of needs analysis results and competence profiles and discussion with the audience

14:45 – 15:00 Validation of skills through Open Badges – opportunities and challenges by FIT ltd.

Presentation of our open badges ecosystem and discussion with the audience

15:00 – 15:45 PATHWAYS4EMPLOY platform and assessment modules design by Tecnalia

Demonstration of the platform and discussion on the way forward

15:45 – 16:00 Piloting and exploitation of the project results by SIA DMG

Presentation of our piloting approach and preliminary results

For registration, please send an e-mail to gabriela.ruseva@all-digital.org, mentioning your name, organisation/background and e-mail address.